The problem of wave propagation in strat ifi ed m edia is reexamined from the stochastic point of view by introducing the concept of random m edia. For a small inhomogen eity, this problem is investigated by ut ilizing t h e effect ive r efractive coefficient of Chen [1964]. For a large i nhomogeneity, this problem is treated by s ubdividing the m edium into many parallel Ilomoge neo us layers of random m ed ia and ut ilizing the derived reflection and transmi ss ion coefficients of Chen [1964] . In each case, it is found that the small randomness has no drastic and un expected effects on thf' bf' ha vior of the wave motion in the m edia co nsid ered. H en ce, our r eliance on the results obtained by a nonrandom approach is increased.
Introduction
The subject of wave propagation th rough a non r andom medium has b ee n investigated thoroughly by many au thors [Brek ho vskikh, 1960; vVn,it, 1962] . Since, in practice, the properties of the medium are either impossible to be measured accurately or s ubj ected to random variations due to noise, h umidity, wind velocity, tllermal flu ctuations, e tc., this problem should be reexam ined from the stochlLstic point or "iew. H ence , the co ncept of random medium is introdu ced.
Tb e waye motion in a transm ission m edium is described by a vecLo r-valued fun ction u(r, t ) of t he position vector r and the time t. As a consequence of the physical laws governing the wave motion, u (r, t) satisfies certain pa,rtial differentinJ equfl,tions of symmetric hyperbolic type. The effect of t he transmission medium on the wave motion is chn,l"fl,cterized by a vector-valued function NCr, t) the "propaga,tion coefficient." For a random medium the coefficient N(r, t, q) depend s also upon a para,meter g, ran gin g over a spa,ce Q in which a probability density P (q) is defined. J[ u(r, t, q) describes t he wave motion in ,t random mediulll , then the mea,n value of u (r, t, g) is defined by (u)=. [. P(q )u (r , t, q) clq.
In order to distin gui sh tIle l1lfl.l1y ph a,ses of random media, we write N(r, t, q) = le (r, t) n (r, t, g) . Then "homogeneous continuous random medium" is defined as le er, t) being a constant. " Inhomogeneous continuous random medium" is defined a,s leer, t) being a continuous function of rand t. Finally, "discontinuous random medium" is defined as leer, t) being a discontinuous function of rand t, fl.nd nCr, t, q) may have different P (q) 's on the two sides of the discontinuity. By the above definitions, we observe that the random stratified media can be either inhomogeneous continuous random media or discontinuous random media.
Many works have been done on the wave propagation in homogeneous continuous random media [Chernov, 1960; Kell er, 1960 and Furutsu, 1963] . However, their results fail to apply to the problem of wave propagation in random stratified media. It has not been until recently in a paper by Y. M. Chen [1964] , that the effective refractive coefficient of a slightly inhomogeneous continuous random medium and the reflection and transmission coefficients for the wave propagation in a, discontinuous random medium have betln obtained; now one can honestly investiga,te the problem of wave propagation in a random stratified medium.
In this pa,per we sha,ll study tbe problem of wave propagation in stratified media of small randomness. For a small inhomogeneity, this problem can be treated by utilizing t he effective refractive coefficient of Chen [1964] . T he solu tions of this type are obtain ed for two wellknown sp ecial profiles of the propfl.gfl.tion coefficient [Landau and Lifsbitz, 1958] . For a large inhomogeneity, this problem ca,n be effectively treated by subdi viding t he medium into ft num-bel' of parallel homogeneous layers of random media and utilizing the derived reflection and transmission coefficients of Chen [1964] . In fact , by taking a sufficiently large number of such layers of decreasing thiclmess, any desired degree of precision may be obtained. In each case, the results are compared with those for the nonrandom media and no significant differences are found . For simplicity, only scalar waves of harmonic time dependence, e-twt , are considered.
Reflection and Transmission of Plane Waves From Horizontally Stratified Random Media of Small Inhomogeneity With Special Profiles
If r denotes a point in three dimensional space, then u(r, q), characterizing the motion of plane in a random stratified medium, sa tisfies the following reduced wave equa tion
where ~ is a small parameter,j(r ) is a continuous function of r and weT, q) is a continuous function of rand q. From Chen [1964] , by assuming (w) = 0, it is found that up to and including terms of order ~2, the mean value of u(r) satisfies the following differen tial equ ation:
where (4) and the correlation coefficient
is assumed to be a fun ction of the distance Ir -r' l only.
Even for k being real and positive, the imaginary of k can be shown to be positive and its real part can be shown to be greater than (l + f2(W2)K)k [Keller, 1963] . Hence the amplitude and phase velocity of the coherent wave, (u) , is exponentially attenuated and reduced respectively by the randomness of the medium. Now, j(r) is assumed to be a function of y only, and u(r) = u(y) represents a pla11e wave, coming from -00, propagating along the y-axis. Hence, up on omittin g th e term e2j(y)2, (2) becomes 0 2
If ( In this case, the reflection and transmission coefficients are defined as and respec ti vely.
Case (a):
In order to find the reflection coefficient, one has to find a solution of (6) which has the form
By introducing a new variable (1 3) and seeking a solution of the form (14) (where'It(p) tends to a constant as P---70, i .e., Y---7ro) , one finds that 'It(p) satisfies the following hypergeometric differential equation (15) which ha s as its solution the hypergeometric function where !vI is an arbitrary constant. This function satisfies the imposed condition, i.e., as
P---70, \{t ---7 1. By using the asymptotic form of 'It as P---7-ro, one obtains the asymptotic form of (u) as y -'3> -ro
where and
Since 1m (/e-k) > 0 and R e 1c> (1 + e 2 (w 2 )R ) R e Ie [Keller , 1963] , if one keeps away from the poles and zeros of the gamma functions, the above reflection coefficient R is just an analytic continuation of t h e r efle ction coefficient for this medium with randomness removed. F or all the practical cases, the arguments of the above gamma function s do not equal ro, 0, -1, -2, -3, . . . . Thus, the small randomness of the m edium only changes and shifts the amplitude and phase of the r eflection coefficient r espectively.
Case (b) :
In order to find the tran smission coefficien t, one has to find the solu tion of (6) . making the substitution where and one finds that \{t (p) satisfies the following hypergeometric differential equation C 1 [cosh (y{3-1) tnF[ -A +i~k{3, -A-Hk{3J; -sinh 2 (y{3-1) ]
745
The coefficients C1 and C2 are determined from the condition that (u)"' e{k ll as Y---7+oo . Upon usin g the proper asymptotic forms of the hypergeometric function s, one obtains
and (28) where
and (32) The condition that as Y---7+oo only the transmitted wave is present leads to the following relation between C1 and C2
Finally,
As in case (a), if one keeps away from the poles and zeros of the gamma functions, the above transmission coefficient T is just an analytic continuation of the transmission coefficient for this medium with the randomness removed. Hence, the small randomness of the medium only changes the amplitude and shifts the phase of the transmission coefficient.
Reflection of a Plane Wave From Horizontally Stratified Random Media of Large Inhomogeneity
Any stratified random m edium of large inhomogeneity can be a pproximated by a sufficiently large number of parallel homogeneous layers of random media to any degree of accuracy. First, the same problem for the nonrandom media is formulated. For the time being, the number of layers is taken to be NI and they lie horizontally below the x-z plane ( fig. 1) . A plane wave, (35) is incident at an angle (J on the upper smface of the first layer. The wave motion in the mth l ayer below the x-z pl ane is characterized by the solution of one of the following partial dif-feren tial equations, 
where f3", is a cons tant d etermined solely by the properties of the mth layer. B ecause of the randomness in these media, it is more convenient to disc uss (u",), the m ean of u"" than U m itself. From Chen [1964] , if one assumes (wm)= O and k m-1 ~km, m = l , 2, 3, .. " }.If (this implies that the division of medium has to be very fine such that (R2) and (T 2 ) of (85) of Chen [1964] are negligible, one finds that up to and including terms of order e 2 (perturbation parameter), away from the boundary surfaces (u",> satisfies (2), (3), (4), and (5) with the subscript m inserted for everything except e, r, and r, and at the boundary surfaces, (u m> obeys (3 7) , Now we have the form of the general solution as m = l , 2, 3, .
• . ,M, (38) where k;',=s~ +X2, and ~ can take any value, Upon imposing the outgoing wave condition on 
